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Abstract. Light absorption and scattering lead to underwater image showing low 
contrast, fuzzy, and color cast. To solve these problems presented in various shal-
low-water images, we propose a simple but effective shallow-water image en-
hancement method - relative global histogram stretching (RGHS) based on adap-
tive parameter acquisition. The proposed method consists of two parts: contrast 
correction and color correction. The contrast correction in RGB color space 
firstly equalizes G and B channels and then re-distributes each R-G-B channel 
histogram with dynamic parameters that relate to the intensity distribution of 
original image and wavelength attenuation of different colors under the water. 
The bilateral filtering is used to eliminate the effect of noise while still preserving 
valuable details of the shallow-water image and even enhancing local infor-
mation of the image. The color correction is performed by stretching the ‘L’ com-
ponent and modifying ‘a’ and ‘b’ components in CIE-Lab color space. Experi-
mental results demonstrate that the proposed method can achieve better percep-
tual quality, higher image information entropy, and less noise, compared to the 
state-of-the-art underwater image enhancement methods. 

Keywords: Shallow-water image enhancement, Relative global histogram 
stretching (RGHS), Adaptive parameter acquisition. 

1 Introduction  

Restoring clear and real video of underwater image is of great importance to marine 
ecology, underwater archaeology, underwater biological recognition, and underwater 
robot vision [1]. However, in contrast with the images under natural environment, the 
underwater image is more complex and poorly visible. Main reason has two aspects: 
one is the underwater environment and the influence of water turbidity, the second is 
the light absorption, scattering and reflection. Assuming most clear coastal water with 
a high level of attenuation, the light beam absorbs and scatters, as illustrated in Fig. 1. 
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Before reaching the camera, the light is reflected and deflected multiple times by parti-
cles present in the shallow water [2]. In the water, the longer the wavelength is, the 
faster the light disappears. Compared with green and blue, red is the most affected, so 
underwater images appear blue tone. To compensate for the light absorption, underwa-
ter image acquisition is often illuminated with artificial lights. 

 
Fig. 1. The basic model of underwater optical imaging and the selective fading of 

underwater lighting 

Generally speaking, underwater images can be restored and enhanced by two cate-
gories of algorithms and techniques: physics-based methods and image-based methods 
[3]. The former method enhances underwater images by considering the basic physics 
of light propagation in the water medium. For example, Zhao et al. [4] derived inherent 
optical properties of water from the background color of underwater images and used 
for underwater image enhancement. Due to the hazing effects of underwater images 
caused by light scattering and color change, a phenomenon similar as the effect of heavy 
fog in the air, He’s Dark Channel Prior (DCP) dehazing method [5] is widely used in 
underwater image enhancement [6, 7]. The algorithm based on wavelength compensa-
tion and image dehazing (WCID) [8] compensates the attenuation discrepancy along 
the propagation path and the influence of the possible presence of an artificial light 
source. It effectively enhances visibility and restore the color balance of underwater 
images, but requires high computing resources and long computing time.  

Image-based methods are usually simpler and more efficient than physics-based 
methods. Color equalization is widely adopted approach to deal with color cast problem 
of underwater image, where blue or green color is dominant. Iqbal et al. proposed the 
integrated color model (ICM) [9] and the unsupervised color correction method (UCM) 
[10]. These methods used the histogram stretching in RGB color mode and then satu-
ration-intensity stretching in HSI color model to enhance the contrast of the images and 
correct color cast. Different from ICM, the UCM is to modify red and green channels 
based on the Von Kries hypothesis and stretch one side or both side according to the 
characteristic of each R-G-B channel. The output results of these two methods do not 
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have significant difference and still exist blue-green illumination, and may bring seri-
ous noise to the enhanced image [11]. But, ignoring the characteristics of different 
channels, [11] applies the Rayleigh distribution to stretch each channel. 

Considering the validity of the physical model used in the underwater image and the 
simplicity of the inherent nature of the underwater image, we propose a new method, 
namely relative global histogram stretching (RGHS). It is mainly on the basis of the 
equalization of G-B channels and histogram stretching in the RGB color model but 
determines the tensile range parameters according to both the distribution features of 
original image and the light absorption of different wavelength under the water. The 
bilateral filter is a simple, non-iterative scheme for edge-preserving smoothing to be 
used to effectively capture the fine details after the image is stretched in the RGB color 
model. After the contrast correction and color correction are performed, our method 
can preserve the image details and enhance visibility. The superiority of our method to 
the classic DCP, ICM and UCM methods is illustrated from having the highest value 
of entropy [12]and UCIQE [13], the lowest value of Q-MOS [14]and MSE [15]. 

 The rest of the paper is organized as followed: Section 2 introduces related pro-
cessing on the underwater image enhancement. Section 3 show the shallow-water im-
age enhancement model in details. The results and evaluation are expressed in Section 
4, followed by conclusion in section 5. 

2 RELATED WORK  

2.1 Underwater Model 

A well-known haze image function model [16, 17] is often used to approximate the 
propagation equation of underwater scattering in the background light. The equation is 
as follows:  

 𝐼!(𝑥) = 𝐽!(𝑥)𝑡!(𝑥) + )1 − 𝑡!(𝑥),𝐵! (1) 

Where the light wavelength 𝜆 ∈ {𝑟𝑒𝑑, 𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛, 𝑏𝑙𝑢𝑒}, 𝑥 represents the pixel point in 
the underwater image I!(𝑥),	𝐽!(𝑥) is the scene radiance at point 𝑥,	𝑡!(𝑥) is the residual 
energy ratio of after reflecting from point 𝑥 in the underwater scene and reaching the 
camera,	B! is the uniform background light. 𝐽!(𝑥)𝑡!(𝑥) describes the direct attenuation 
of scene radiance in the water [20]. Note that the residual energy ratio 𝑡!(𝑥) is a func-
tion of both 𝜆 and the scene–camera distance	𝑑(𝑥), which reflects the overall effects 
for both light scattering and color change suffered by light with wavelength traveling 
the underwater distance	𝑑(𝑥). Thus, 𝑡!(𝑥)can be represented as (2): 

 𝑡!(𝑥) = 𝑁𝑟𝑒𝑟(𝜆)"($) (2) 

𝑁𝑟𝑒𝑟(𝜆) is the normalized residual energy ratio, which refers to the ratio of residual 
to initial energy for every unit of distance propagated. As showed in the Fig. 1, where 
the green and blue lights process shorter wavelength and high frequency thereby atten-
uates extraordinarily lower than the red counterpart. This is why the deep sea image 
appears the bluish tone prevalent but the performance of the shallow-water image is not 
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obvious. The dependency of 𝑁𝑟𝑒𝑟(𝜆) on the light wavelength can be defined based on 
that of Ocean Type I as (3).  

 Nrer(λ) = 	C
0.8~0.85													if	λ = 650~750µm(red)
0.93~0.97						if	λ = 490~550µm(green)
0.95~0.99									if	λ = 400~490µm(blue)

       (3) 

In this paper, these equations will be considered to decide the maximum range of R-
G-B channel in the RGHS. 

2.2 Histogram Stretching 

Due to the relative-concentrated distribution and quite low histogram range, underwater 
images often have low contrast and visibility. Histogram stretching is therefore adopted 
to provide a better pixel distribution of the image channels to the whole dynamic range 
and thus improve the image contrast. A linear contrast stretching function as (4) is used 
in [9]–[11], [18], [19].  

 𝑝& = (𝑝' − 𝑎) Z
()"
*)+

[ + 𝑑 (4) 

where 𝑝' 	 and  𝑝&  are the input and output pixels intensity values, respectively, 
𝑎, 𝑏			and	𝑐, 𝑑 represent the minimum and maximum intensity of the input image and 
the targeted output images, respectively. In a global stretching, 𝑐 and 𝑑 are constant and 
often set to 255 and 0 respectively; 𝑎 and 𝑏 are selected at 0.2% and 99.8% in the whole 
histogram of original image. 

3 Shallow-water Image Enhancement Model 

Fig. 2 shows the entire processing of our proposed method, which includes three main 
steps: 1) contrast correction, 2) color correction and 3) quality assessment. 
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Fig. 2. The entire processing of our proposed method 

In the contrast correction step, we apply the color equalization and the relative global 
histogram stretching (RGHS) to the image after R-G-B channel decomposition. The 
bilateral filter is used to eliminate the noise after the above transformation when pre-
serving the details of the desired colorful underwater image [20]. This will neutralize 
the low contrast and reduce color cast effect due to light scattering and absorption. In 
the color correction step, we apply simple global histogram stretching to the ‘L’ com-
ponent of the image and adjust for the ‘a’ and ‘b’ components in CIE-Lab color space. 
The adaptive-stretching of ‘L’, ‘a’ and ‘b’ will improve the saturation and brightness 
of the image to obtain more vivid color. In the last step, we use five quality assessment 
models to evaluate the enhancement performance of the proposed method. 

3.1 Gray-World Color Equalization 

In the underwater situation, images are rarely color balanced correctly. After R-G-B 
channel decomposition, we firstly conduct color equalization for underwater image. 
Iqbal et al. (2010) adjusted the color values of the RGB components based on Von 
Kries hypothesis [10], which keeps the dominant color cast channel constant. Based on 
the UCM model, once the average of one channel is extraordinary low, the channel 
must multiply with a bigger multiplier, which will cause the wrong pretreatment of 
image color. However,  Inspired by the Gray-World (GW) assumption theory [21]that 
the average value of color object in a perfect image is gray, we correct the G-B channel 
following the assumptions shown as (5), (6). 

 Z)𝑅+,- + 𝐺+,- + 𝐵+,-,[ /3 = 0.5 (5) 

where 𝑅+,-, 𝐺+,-, 𝐵+,- are the normalized average values of the recovered red channel, 
green channel, blue channel, respectively. 
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We correct the G and B channels following the GW assumption theory. Here, R 
channel is not considered because the red light in the water is hard to compensate by 
simple color equalization, which may bring about red over-saturation. Equation (6) is 
used to calculate the G-B channel of color equalization coefficient 𝜃-, 𝜃*, where M and 
N are the spatial resolution of an image. Based on the coefficient 𝜃-, 𝜃*, the intensity 
values of G-B channel can be corrected by multiplying 𝜃-, 𝜃*, respectively. Next, we 
carry out dynamic histogram stretching for the image channels with the RGHS strategy. 

3.2 Relative Global Histogram Stretching (RGHS) 

The blind global histogram stretching usually uses the same parameters for all R-G-B 
channels of the images, ignoring the histogram distribution characteristics of different 
channels and in different images. When the fixed values (e.g., 0, 255) are applied in 
equation (4), it may over-stretch or under-stretch certain color channel and damage the 
details of the original image. 

According to the propagation law of underwater light, we need to apply the contrast 
correction method to modify the distorted images. The histogram distribution rule of 
RGB channels on the following observation in shallow-water images: In most of shal-
low-water images, the histogram of red light is focused in such values [50, 150], while 
G channel and B channel have the most of numerical concentrated in the range 
[70, 210]. This indicates that histogram stretching should be sensitive to channels. 

To differentiate from the global histogram stretching in (4), we re-write the relative 
global histogram stretching equation in (7). 

 𝑝&:; = (𝑝'< − 𝐼='<) Z
>$!%)>$&'
?$!%)?$&'

[ + 𝑂='< (7) 

where 𝑝'<	and 𝑝&:; are the input and output pixels, respectively, and 𝐼='<,	𝐼=+$ ,	𝑂='< 
and 𝑂=+$ are the adaptive parameters for the before and after stretching images, re-
spectively. In the next step, specifically, we will introduce the calculation of the stretch-
ing range [𝐼='<, 𝐼@AB] and the desired range [O@CD, O@AB].  

Adaptive parameter acquisition for the stretching range. From the histogram dis-
tribution of various shallow-water images, we can observe that the histogram distribu-
tion of R-G-B channel similar to the variation of Rayleigh distribution defined as (8), 
which is a continuous probability distribution for positive-valued random variables.  

 𝑅𝐷 = $
+(
𝑒)$( /+(⁄ , 𝑥 ≥ 0, 𝑎 > 0 (8) 

where the scale parameter of the distribution	𝑎	is mode, the peak of R-G-B channel 
histograms. It should be noted that when the distribution of a channel shows a normal 
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distribution, its mode and its mid-point are almost the same. We take the mode value 
as a dividing line to separately decide the minimum (left) and maximum (right) inten-
sity level values of the input image in the histogram stretching.  

Because the underwater images are influenced by various factors, to reduce the im-
pact of some extreme pixels on the relative global histogram stretching, it usually takes 
the stretching range between 0.1% and 99.9% of the histogram. However, if the histo-
gram is not normally distributed, this method that removes an equal number of pixels 
from two tails of the histogram may not be reasonable. We split the upper and lower 
proportion of the intensity values to calculate the 𝐼='< and	𝐼=+$ for each R-G-B chan-
nel, which is showed in the equation (9). 

𝐼='< = 𝑆. 𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑡[𝑆. 𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑡. 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥(𝑎) ∗ 0.1%] 

𝐼=+$ = 𝑆. 𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑡r−)𝑆. 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ − 𝑆. 𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑡. 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥(𝑎), ∗ 0.1%t (9) 

where 𝑆 is the set of image pixel values for each R-G-B channel, 𝑆. 𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑡 is the sorted 
data set in an ascending order, 𝑆. 𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑡. 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥(𝑎) is the index number of the mode in 
the histogram distribution, and 𝑆. 𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑡[𝑥] represents the value in the index 𝑥 of posi-
tive-sorted data set. Equation (9) means that from the peak division line, we separate 
the pixels which values are in the smallest 0.1% of the total number on the left side and 
the biggest 0.1% of the total number on the right side from the histogram distribution 
to perform the special method. For different images and RGB channels of the Rayleigh 
distributions, the 𝐼='< and	𝐼=+$ are both image- and channel-sensitive. 

Adaptive parameter acquisition for the stretching range. For the underwater im-
ages, global histogram stretching with a range of [0, 255] often brings excessive blue-
green illumination. In order to achieve an optimal desired range of stretching, we dy-
namically determine the minimum (𝑂='<) and maximum (𝑂=+$) intensity level values 
for each R-G-B channels. 

We first calculate the standard deviation values of the Rayleigh distribution	𝜎!  , 
shown in (10). 

 σ! =	w
F)G
/
𝑎! 	= 0.655	𝑎!			,			𝜆 ∈ {𝑅, 𝐺, 𝐵} (10) 

where 𝜆 ∈ {𝑅, 𝐺, 𝐵} indicates the R, G, B channel,	𝑎 is the mode in a channel. Then, 
we define the minimum value of the desired range 𝑂!	='< as (11). 

 𝑂!	='< = 𝑎! − 𝛽! ∗ 𝜎!			, 	0 ≤ 𝑂!	='< ≤ 𝐼!	='< (11) 

Here, 𝛽! can be derived from (11) and substitute 𝜎!with (10). 

  𝛽! =
+))>)	$&'

I)	
		,			+))?$&'

J)
≤	𝛽! ≤

+)
J)

 (12) 

On the right of equation (12), as 𝑎 ≥ 𝐼='<, we can get 0 ≤ 𝛽!. Substitute (10) into 
the right of equation (12), we can get 𝛽! ≤ 1.526. Define 𝛽! ∈ 𝑍, then 𝛽! has a unique 
solution: 𝛽! = 1. Therefore, (11) can be simplified as (13). 
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 𝑂!	='< = 𝑎! − 𝜎!	 (13) 

For the maximum parameters of the desired range, because of different degrees of 
attenuation of the different light bands in the water, we must take separate analysis of 
RGB channels to calculate. According to the simplified fuzzy imaging model (1), the 
haze-free image 𝐽!(𝑥) can be recovered by (14). 

 𝐽!(𝑥) = 	
?)($))	K.);)($)L9)

M	;)($)
 (14) 

Where  κ= 1.1 and κ= 0.9 are an experiential value for red channel and green-blue 
channel respectively. The maximum value of the desired range 𝑂=+$ can be achieved 
when maximizing the recovered image	𝐽!(𝑥), as represented in (15). 

 𝑀𝑎𝑥((𝐽!(𝑥)) 	= 	𝑀𝑎𝑥	(?)($))	K.);)($)L9)
N	;)($)

) (15) 

When 𝐽!(𝑥) achieves the maximum value, 𝐵! is 0. Then, 𝑂=+$ for different color 
channel can be defined as (16). 

 𝑂!	=+$ =
?)
N	;)

=	 +)OP)∗I)	
N∗	;)

		 , 	𝐼!=+$ ≤ 𝑂!	=+$ ≤ 255 (16) 

Here, 𝑡!(𝑥) is measured using equation (2) with the 𝑁𝑟𝑒𝑟(𝜆) values of 0.83, 0.95, 
0.97 for R, G, B channels respectively (see also equation (3)), and 𝑑(𝑥) is set to 3 as 
the estimation distance between the scene and the camera. 𝐼! is a value on the right of 
the mode in the channel histogram, and can be represented as 𝑎! + 𝜇! ∗ 𝜎!	. 

Based on the range value of	𝑂!	=+$, the coefficient 𝜇! meets the inequity (17). 

𝜇! =
𝜅 ∗ 𝑡! ∗ 𝑂!	=+$ −	𝑎!	

𝜎!	
 

 	M	∗;)	∗	?)
J)

≤	𝜇! + 1.526 ≤
M	∗;)	∗	/00

J)
 (17) 

In (17), 𝜇! will has no solution or limited solutions in integer field. When µQ has 
multiple solutions, we chose the average value of their solutions; when µQhas no solu-
tion, we simply set the OQ	@AB	to 255. These adaptive parameters obtained based on the 
histogram distributions of different channels can effectively improve the contrast of the 
stretched image, preserve the details and simultaneously reduce noise. 

3.3 Adaptive-stretching in CIE-Lab Color Model 

After the contrast correction in RGB color model, the image will undergo the color 
correction process. In this process, the underwater image is converted into CIE-Lab 
color model to improve color performance. In the CIE-Lab color model, ‘L’ compo-
nent, which is equivalent to the image lightness, represents the brightest value at L = 
100 and the darkest value at L= 0. When a = 0 and b = 0, the color channel will present 
true neutral gray values. Hence, the output color gradations of ‘a’ and ‘b’ components 
are modified to acquire color correction accurately, meanwhile, ‘L’ component is used 
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to adjust the brightness of the entire image. Firstly, the shallow-water image in the CIE-
Lab color model is decomposed into respective channels.  

The ‘L’ component is applied with linear slide stretching, given by (8), which range 
between 0.1% and 99.9% is stretched to range [0, 100]. The 0.1% of the lower and 
upper values in the image are set to 0 and 100 respectively.  

The ‘a’ and ‘b’ components are in the range of [−128, 127], of which 0 is the me-
dian value. The stretching of ‘a’ and ‘b’ is defined as an S-model curve (18).   

 𝑝R =	 𝐼R ∗ (𝜑
.)S

+,
-(.S)			,			𝜒 ∈ {𝑎, 𝑏} (18) 

Where 𝐼R and 	𝑝R represents the input and output pixels, respectively, 𝜒 ∈ {𝑎, 𝑏} indi-
cates the ‘a’ and ‘b’ components, 𝜑 is optimally-experimental value, set to 1.3 in the 
method. Equation (18) uses an exponential function as the stretching coefficient, 
whereby the closer the values to 0, the further they will be stretched.  

Color and brightness in an image are the important parameters of clearness and vis-
ibility. Therefore, the objects in the image can be clearly differentiated from the back-
ground. After the adaptive-stretching process of ‘L’, ‘a’ and ‘b’ components in the CIE-
Lab color model, the channels are then composed and converted back into the RGB 
color model. A contrast-enhanced and color-corrected output image can be generated 
as the perceivable and visible final output image.  

4 Result and Discussion  

Our proposed method characterized by contrast improvement, saturation equalization 
and brightness enhancement is compared with three traditional image enhancement 
methods qualitatively and quantitatively. Single image haze removal using dark chan-
nel prior by He [5] used in comparison as it is the classic technique for dehazing and 
the underwater image is often considered as haze image. The other comparison methods 
are ICM and UCM [9, 10] because they are the effective non-physical method and are 
most similar to the proposed method in terms of histogram modification. Because of 
failing to run out of the algorithm of Rayleigh distribution in [11, 18,19], in the com-
parison results, we only present the UCM images because the ICM has similar results 
to the UCM. In Fig. 3, our proposed method, apparently, generates better visual image 
than the other method. The overall perception of fishes produced by He’s model has 
slight changes which cannot improve the quality of the image and even lowers the vis-
ibility and contrast. The UCM over-saturates the image color as the blue-green color of 
this image appears prominent and lead in the noise, reducing the visual effect of the 
entire image. The result image produced in our method presents the better contrast and 
color saturation as the fishers are differentiated from the background which are im-
proved and less blue-green illumination retained. In the second row of the Fig. 3, the x-
axis of the histogram (original and enhanced images) ranges from 0 to 255. The gray-
level histogram distributions of (a) and (b) are comparatively concentrated, used to ex-
plain the low contrast and visibility of two colorful images. The gray-level histogram 
of (c) and (d) are distributed in the whole range, but on the basis of the Gray-World 
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(GW) assumption theory [21], the histogram of enhanced image (d) is more superior in 
the distribution by the precise histogram stretching.  

    

 
          (a)                         (b)                      (c)                      (d)           
Fig. 3. (a) Original image; (b) DCP; (c) UCM; (d) Our proposed model; enhanced images on the 
top and their corresponding gray-level histogram distributions on the bottom 

Different methods for underwater image enhancement achieve the result images, 
showing in the Fig. 4. Obviously, the DCP fails to enhance the shallow-water image. 
In the first two rows of Fig. 4, The UCM over-saturates the image color as the blue-
green color of the image becomes too bright and the enhanced images are not as natural 
as those of our method. In the last two rows of Fig. 4, the result images of the UCM 
exist distinct noise but our method successfully removes the noise and preserves the 
image details.  

    

    

    

    
        (a)                           (b)                      (c)                        (d)          

Fig. 4. (a) Original images extracted from YouTube Website with a size 𝟔𝟎𝟎 × 𝟒𝟎𝟎; (b) DCP; 
(c) UCM; (d) Our proposed model 
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We conduct quantitative analysis, with objective metrics including entropy, under-
water color image-quality evaluation (UCIQE) [13], High-Dynamic Range Visual Dif-
ference Predictor2 (HDR-VDP2) [14], mean square error (MSE) and peak signal noise 
ratio (PSNR) [15]. The UCIQE is very recent non-reference model for underwater color 
image quality assessment, which is the aggregative indicator of chroma, saturation, and 
contrast. Entropy represents the abundance of information, which is interpreted as the 
average uncertainty of information source. The higher the entropy value is, the more 
information contains. The HDR-VDP2 uses a fairly advanced model of human percep-
tion to predict both visibility of artifacts and overall quality in images. It produces Q-
MOS value to indicate the image quality from 0 (best) to 100(worst). MSE and PSNR 
are conventional metrics in image quality assessment, mainly measuring the noise deg-
radation of image. Although the Q-MOS, MSE and PSNR are full-reference metrics, 
using the original underwater image as the reference image, they are useful to indicate 
the human perceived quality loss and the noise increase of the produced image from the 
original. Table 1 shows the comparison results in terms of the five assessment models.  

Table 1. Quantitative analysis in terms of ENTROPY, UCIQE, Q-MOS, MSE and PSNR. 

Our proposed method gains the best results (show in the bold) in the evaluations. It 
preserves the most information and details, achieves the great visibility and overall high 
quality and eliminates the noise. The maximum UCIQE value means that our method 
can effectively balance chroma, saturation, and contrast of the enhanced underwater 
images. The DCP produces the worst performance in four methods, which is in accord-
ance with the visual observation of low contrast and visibility. It means that simple haze 
removal with the dark channel prior cannot be directly used for underwater enhance-
ment. The ICM and UCM produce the method images with obvious noise, which causes 
high value of MSE and low value of PSNR. To sum up, the results show that our method 
can produce the high-quality shallow-water images and is superior to widely-accepted 
underwater image enhancement models. 

5 Conclusion 

In this paper, we have explored the issues related to shallow-water images and existing 
underwater image enhancement methods, and successfully proposed a new image en-
hancement method RGHS for different shallow-water images. Our proposed method 
firstly performs contrast correction based on simple histogram stretching with dynamic 
parameters acquisition in RGB color model, which takes into account both the histo-
gram distribution feature of the raw image and underwater transmission properties of 
different light channels. Then, adaptive-stretching in CIE-Lab color model is conducted 

Method ENTROPY UCIQE Q-MOS MSE PSNR 
DCP 6.352 0.391 53.287 3326.736 13.537 
ICM 7.221 0.476 41.369 1439.314 16.646 
UCM 7.316 0.514 39.517 1375.188 16.825 
RGHS 7.552 0.587 34.636 963.231 18.643 
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for color correction. Our proposed method was compared with the typical haze removal 
model DCP, and the underwater image enhancement model ICM and UCM which are 
based on histogram stretching in the RGB and HSV/HSI color models. Qualitative and 
quantitative results proof that our method is more effective to enhance the visibility, 
improve details and not to increase artifacts and noise of shallow-water image. The 
integration of histogram redistribution in the RGB and CIE-Lab color model can be 
used in other underwater image research. However, our proposed method is limited in 
the shallow-water image enhancement, which ignores the energy attenuation along 
propagation path between the surface and the scene and failing to compensate the seri-
ous-distorted channel in deeper-water image. In fact, many underwater image enhance-
ment methods are not tested with the images from deep ocean below 1000m. With the 
reasonable combination of the properties and the degraded physical model of image, 
we will improve the algorithm to be suitable for different kinds of underwater images. 
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